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Introducing Coco, our new, exquisitely chic environmental range. Coco is welcomed into the Rollo London 
family with open arms. Whilst ensuring all the key features are nurtured, every Coco piece has a new minimalist 

personality bringing a fresh dynamic within the brand. Coco is timeless, elegant and means business… and of 
course, full of suprises!

As with all the Rollo Collections, Coco bears the unmistakable trademark of quality, functionality and 
craftsmanship. When designing each collection, Alex understands the importance of attention to detail yet always 

being sure to define the signature characteristics of each line.

Coco oozes sophistication, tangibility, sharp lines, tailored corners, square spine and most importantly our new 
Pure and Earth cover ranges. 

Pure, a vegetable-based, mushroom grey card stock with a gorgeous sandy feel - you won’t find anything quite like 
it on the market.   

Earth, an eye-catching faux scotch grain texture offers a simplified version of our signature Rollo and Otto 
ranges.  Available in a huge range of colours, as shown within. 

 Coco products emboss and foiled beautifully. Furthermore, Coco offers the opportunity to etch logos revealing 
the hidden depths of the base colour within this beautiful cover material.

Ensuring this collection especially has a low carbon foot print, Alex has been sure to identify with the brands 
UK factories, sustainable and fully certified supply chain, vegetable based materials from suppliers who not only 

comply but give back to the environment through numerous schemes.

WHO, WHY, WHAT?
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ENVIRONMENTAL & SUSTAINABLE
LOW CARBON FOOTPRINT

MADE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
VEGETABLE BASED MATERIALS
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INTRODUCING COCO

EXQUISITELY CHIC
TIMELESS ELEGANCE
UNIQUE TANGIBILITY

SQUARE SPINE



All products can be made to bespoke requirements or simply company branded. 

Please refer to Bespoke Options, page 11, for more information.
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48 ivory dated pages, plain to the left, narrow ruled to the right, scotch 

grain textured card cover, available in a range of colours

COCO EARTH   |    A5SOFTIE-COCO-EARTH-UK



All products can be made to bespoke requirements or simply company branded. 

Please refer to Bespoke Options, page 11, for more information.
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48 ivory dated pages, plain to the left, narrow ruled to the right, sand 

textured (vegetable based) mushroom grey card cover

COCO PURE   |    A5SOFTIE-COCO-PURE-UK
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COCO EARTH CORE COLOURS

These are Coco Earth core colours, but we carry over 40 different colours for the Earth range - please contact us 

to discuss your requirements and we can supply sample colours for you to consider.

COCO PURE CORE COLOUR

Coco Pure is offered in a single colour, our signature mushroom grey, which offers sophistication and timeless 

elegance for any brand.
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BESPOKE OPTIONS

COVER MATERIALS:

• PURE - A vegetable-based, mushroom grey card stock with a sandy finish

• EARTH - A dazzlIng range of coloured card stock with a scotch grain finish

OUTER BRANDING (COVER):

• Foil blocking

• Initial embossing

• Blind embossing

• Etching available for PURE range

HOW OUR PROCESS WORKS

We begin by providing easy to read layout proposals, in order that you can better understand how 

the final product will look. Once you have selected your layout and short list of colour choices, we 

will follow up with to-scale, colour visuals.

Lastly, once the final product and specification has been decided, we will create life like mock 

up (s) and technical visuals as a final step before the manufacturing process commences. Our 

process offers a clear, transparent development path to guarantee you are receiving a product 

which suits your specific requirements.

INTERNAL BRANDING:

• Digi printing

BOOK BLOCKS:

• Plain edge book blocks, narrow ruled, ivory ruled pages to right, plain to left

• Lined, squared or plain pages upon request and subject to MOQ

• Bespoke book blocks are designed to order upon request and subject to MOQ

• Other book block page colours are available, subject to MOQ

EXTRAS:

• None of our standard Rollo London extras are available on this product 

PACKAGING:

• Lid and base boxes

• Bespoke packaging styles and options available on request
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TERMS & CONDITIONS

THE COCO RANGE: The Coco range is a subsidiary of Rollo London and showcases our environmentally sound, every day 

range which can be client branded.

COCO includes the signature Rollo London book block, Softies without perforation, and rear cover logo.

BRANDING: Both Pure and Earth ranges emboss and foil beautifully. Furthermore, Coco Pure offers the opportunity to etch 

logos, revealing the hidden depths of the base colour within this beautiful cover material.

SAMPLING: We recommend sampling prior to moving into bulk production. Sampling will be subject to a small fee, however 

this will be calculated upon the level of customisation required. A member of our team will discuss all costs at the time of 

enquiry. Should product specification change following an initial quote, sampling fees will be updated to reflect these changes

.

PRODUCTS NOT LISTED: If you require a different product, please contact us to discuss possibilities.

PRICES: Prices are not listed due to the variation in costs depending on the bespoke features, volumes, speed of service 

and packaging required.  Every client requirement will be treated individually thereby allowing us to work on a ‘case by case’ 

approach.

DESIGN & ORDER CHANGES: Orders can be updated and changed prior to OC sign off, (at which point a deposit will be due). 

Alterations after sign-off may incur cancellation charges. Design charges may apply should we be required to undertake a 

specific project to meet client requirements.

DESIGN CHARGES: At any point before or during the order, if work has been scheduled or started, the full design fee will be 

applicable.

ORDER CANCELLATION CHARGES: Charges will be incurred if an order is canceled at any stage after the Order Confirmation 

has been signed off. The chargeable total will be at the discretion of Rollo London. Standard charges range between 25% - 

100% of the order value.

PAYMENT TERMS:  Unless terms are agreed otherwise, 100% payment (pro forma) will be due upon issue and sign off of the 

Order Confirmation.

LEAD TIMES: Lead production times will differ for every product and are determined by country of manufacture, the level of 

customisation and sampling leads. Please contact us to discuss this further.

H O W  W E  W O R K
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MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES: Minimum order quantities are suggested in order to keep the prices as competitive as 

possible. It is possible to order below the minimum order quantity, however, there will be a surcharge attached to each 

product to compensate for lower volumes.

DELIVERY & SHIPPING: All products will be put on an overnight courier to your UK location of preference. Products 

produced overseas will be shipped by sea unless requested otherwise. Please note that our delivery schedules are as accurate 

as we can possibly predict, however we are unable to take responsibility for strikes, delays in transit or acts of God. We can 

deliver overseas, please contact us for details of this service. We would be delighted to offer delivery of products and gift 

sets to multiple addresses. Please do not hesitate to contact us should you request this service. This service will be subject to 

extra fees.

ENVIRONMENT: Rollo London Ltd takes every opportunity to limit its impact on the environment. All production methods 

are carefully considered and materials are responsibly sourced from certified factories.

ENVIRONMENT: Rollo London takes great care to work with FSC and REACH compliant suppliers.

Rollo London
The Old Stables

Watersplash Farm
Fulmer
SL3 6JB

www.rollolondon.com

info@rollolondon.com   |   + 44 (0) 203 727 5412
 





ENVIROMENTAL STATEMENT 

ROLLO, OTTO & COCO 

*** 

"Every product you touch tells a story, whether that be where it comes from, how it was made or 
who made it. Invest in what you buy, and the rest will take care of itself." 

Inspired by Ali Hewson and Richard Branson. 

*** 

Sustainability is a journey, a journey of the full life of a product and a story which we can all be a part 
of. Buy once, buy well. Use a product to the end of its life. Choice is a luxury which gives us the 

influence to change which in itself is empowering and exciting. Price is key, if it’s too low someone or 
something else is paying. Choosing products which are good quality and you will keep forever is 

sustainability. 

Each and every one of us have a duty to work in a way which protects the environment. Fast fashion is 
the opposite to this. Be timeless, be elegant, sophistication is sustainable. 

By Alex Fagan of Rollo London  

*** 

Notebooks are seen as basic everyday throw away item, often binned when only half used as opposed 
to buying beautiful, sustainable products which not only account for their global impact, but ensure 

one takes pride in using until the last page and retains for posterity. 

We believe that environmental responsibility isn’t just about a product which bio-degrades in 180 
days but something which one uses until the end of its life and uses with pride. 




